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rrdrnology Tip
rercises 20-31 lf students use
ilr{zero feature on the CALC
menu, it is crucial to select the left
bound first and the right bound
ncond. Selecting the bounds in
lhe opposite order will result in
an error message. Remind
students to repeat the procedure
ior each point where the
parabola crosses the x-axis.

Eror Prevention
Erercise 52 Be sure students
understand that the matrix on the
left is to be multiplied by itself.
f,he exponent does not indicate
itrat tne individual elements of
the matrix are to be squared.

fll Practice by Example

Example 1

(page 263)

Example 2
(page 254)

Example 3
(page 264)

Solve each equation by factoring. Check your answers.

l.x2 + 6x * B :0-4,-22.x2 + 18:9-r 3,6 3.2x2 -
4.x2 - 10x + 25:0 5 5.2x2 + 6x: -4 -2,-1 6.3x2:

at / seconds.

-J-

+12
-l,a

Solve each equation by finding square roots.

7.5x2:80 -4,4 8. x2 - 4:0 -2,2 9.2x2:32 -4,4
l0.9xz : 25 -3,8 rr. 3x2 - 15 : 0 12.5x2 - 40 : 0

-\G,fE -zt6.,zl'4.
Solve each equation try factoring or by taking square roots.

!3. xz - 4x : 0 o,4 14. 6x2 -t 4x :0 -3, o 15. 12x2 - 147 : 0

I6.3x2:48 -4,4 17.2x2:x +3 -1,3 fg4x2-_80:0
-2v5,2v5

19. Firefighters A smoke jumper jumps from a plane that is 1700 ft above th(
ground. The function y : -t6t2 + 1700 gives the jumper's height y in fee

x:
l6x

about 6.61 s
a. How long is the jumper in free fall if the parachute opens at 1000 ft?
b. How long is the jumper in free fall if the parachute *:Hll%19#:

Examples 4 and 5 ffi Solve each equation by graphing. Ifnecessary, round your answer to the neart
(page 265) @ hundredth. 20-31. See margin.

32a.

20.x2+5x+3:0
23.6x2: -l9x - 15

26.6x2+31.x:12

29. x2 :4x + 8

2L x2 - 7x :1L

24.3x2 - 5x - 4 : 0

27.1:4x2 + 3x

30. x2 + 4x: 6

22,2x2 - x:2
25.5x2-7x-3:
2s.|x2-x:8
31.2x2-2x-5=

29. -1.46,5.46
30. -5.16, 1.16

31. -1.16,2.16
33a. OF o. about 1.76 s

b.
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pages 266-268 Exercises 24. -0.59,2.26
20. -4.30, -0.70 25. -0.94,2.34
21. -1.32,8.32 26. -5.53,0.36
22. -O.78,1.28
23. -'1.67, -1.5

flilt npplyvourSkills €b sz.a. Art Verifythatrhe

Answers may vary,
Sample:

# -# *t"a
the tree trunk

Chinese painting at
the right is a golden
rectangle. a-b. See left.

b. What element in the
painting divides it into
a square and another
golden rectangle?

€b S:. Physics The period of a
pendulum is the time
the pendulum takes to

27. -1,O.25
28. -3.12,5,12

swing back and forth. The function (. : O.BLt2 relates the length I in feet t
pendulum to the time I in seconds that it takes to swing back and forth.
a. Find the period of a pendulum that is 2.5 ft long.
b. The convention center in Portland, Oregon, has the longest pendulum i

United States.The pendulum's length is 90 ft.Find 
lhe 

lerrolin pp. ZOt
34. Open-Ended Write an equation in standard form that you canlolve'by

factoring and an equation that r"r 
?f,::,,:311,".3r"8:l;1ru.

q
ke[E ;5

465



S fS. Gardening Suppose you wanr to
expand the garden shown at the
right by planting a border of flowers.
The border will be of the same width
around the entire garden. The
flowers you bought will fill an area
of 276 ft2.How wide should the
border be? 3 ft

24 ft

t6

44. -3.25,0.92
45. -3.58,3.58
46. -4,0
47. ',t,7

48. -5,3

i ffi u***or ouiz 5-5
Solve each equation by
factoring.

1.4x2-17x-15:0 -;,s
2. 1Ox2 + 19x + 6:0 -: -:
3. Solve 3x2 : 48OO by using

square roots. +40

4. Use a graphing calculator tc
solve2rl+5x-9:0.
Round the solutions to the
nearest hundredth. -9.71 .

1.21

Alterr:qtlvg AsFessment

Give students a quadratic
equation to solve and ask them
to solve it both by factoring and
by graphing with a graphing
calculator. Ask students to write a

short paragraph explaining which
method they prefer, and why.
Then ask students to explain wh;'
the graphing method might be
easier for some problems, while
factoring might be easier for
others.

49. -10, -1
50. -1.5,0.5
51. -6,0
52. -1,4
53. -4,3.5
58-6'1. Answers may vary.

Samples are given.

58.x2-Bx+15=0
59.x2+x-6=o
6O.x2+7x+6=0
61.6x2-7x+2=O

Solve each equation by factoring, by taking square roots, or by graphing. If
necessary, round your answer to the nearest hundredth. g6-sg. see margin.

I lind the x-
prdinates, set the

,tt side of the first
uation equal to the
htside of the
rcof,d equation and
$se for x. Then find
e corresponding y- q
kres by iubstitu"ting -s
)ch solution into the
npler of the two
iginal equations.

@ cnuu"ng"

Ly=x2+6x+14
I

Y o, about 10.5zl s
*10,4

8,8

-3, 3

36.x2+6x+5:45
39.2x2-5x-3:0
42.2x2*8x:5x+20
45.12x2-I54:0
48.x2+2x:15

lx 212 lzz io'ltt-tt
L: y) Lrs J

43.7x2 -243: o 44.3x2 + ix:9
46.x2+4x:0 47.x2:8x-7
49.x2+11x+10:0

37.x2-IIx+24:0
40,x2+2x:6-6x

x=4ry=1ofx=-4ry=9

38.3x2 : 2'7

41.6x2+13x+6:0

50.4x2*4x:3
53.2x2+x-28:051.(x + 3)2:S 52,2x2 - 6x:8

critical Thinking The graphs of each pair of functions intersect. Find their
points of intersection without using a calculator. (rfinr.. solve as a svstem
using substitution.)

54.y:x2. ^ . 55.y:x2-2 S6.y:-x2+x+4
y--i*t+)x+3 y:3x2-4x-2 y:2x2-6

__ (-1,_11,(2,41 . (O, -2),(2,21 (_2, _t),e,zl
57. writing Explain how you found the intersections in Exeriisds 54"-'i6. 

'

Open-Ended Write a quadratic equation with the given solulionSee 
left'

58-61 . See maroin.58.3and5 " 59.-3and2 60.-land-6 Or.janO]

62. Matrices Find the possible values of .r and y.

63. a. write the equation of a parabola with vertex (-3,5) passing through (-4,6)
b. Find the values of x when y : g. about -4.732, about -1"26g

64. The equationx2 - 10x + 24 : }can be written in factored form as

@ - 0@ - 6) : 0. How can you use this fact to find the verrex of
the graph ofy : ,2 - 10x * 24? See back of book.

€L os. Physics Suppose you throw a ball straight up from the ground with a velociry
of 80 ftls. As the ball moves upward, gravity slows it. Eventually the ball begins
to fall back to the ground. The height h of the ball after / seconds in the air is
given by the quadratic function h(t) : -6tz * t)r.
a. How high does the ball go? 100 ft
b. For how many seconds is the ball in the air before it hits the ground? 5 s

66. a. Let a ) 0. llse algebraic or arithmetic ideas to explain why the lowest
pointonthegraph of y: a(x - h)2 + ftmustoccurwhenx: /u.

b. Suppose that the function in part (a) is y : ,1r - hf * fr. Is your
reasoning still valid? Explain. a-b. See back of book.
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39. -21, 3

40. -8,69,0.69
41.-3,-3
42. -4,2
43. -5.99,5.89 267



T R"rour.",
o. ecc t'ional Practice with a
e'et", oi test item formats:

FClr- ,Dractice , p.297
trC.lT Strategies, P. 292

K.AT DailY Practice and

5'-'ateg i es TransParencies

rercise 68 Point out that
fr'r.udenrts can divide both
$des of the equation bY 3

lo get the simPler equation

lr -:x - 5:0'TheYcan
rhen solve bY factoring, or

u"1r substituting the numbers
giren !n the choices'

79.1216x2-'lsx-9
=-og(uz - 5x - 3)

= 03i2x + 1Xx - 3)

-0
[1] solution onlY, no
work shown

Multiple Choice 67. What are the values of x that satisfy the equation 3 - :0?

' ' ) I 9x - 15 -- o? G
68. What are the solutions of the equatton bx- -

r
F. 1, -15
H. -1, -5

Column A

the solution
ofx2-6x+9:o

A.x : +3

c.r: +o, *: -f,

82.4(3x) : @' 3)x
Assoc. ProP' of Mult'

e. x: tl
D. x -- 2r6orx: -2r'6

G. 1,-z
t.3,2

70.
B

71.
A

73. What are the solutions of the quadratic equation Oi - lSx - 9 : 0

- 
Sftow the steps of your solution' See left'

Factor each exPression'

j4.3xz-4x.rt 7s.2522_ 9 76'6s2+9s

(3x - 1)E - 1) '-' 6 + sxsz - s). 3s(2s + 3)

State the dimensions of each mairix. Irtentify the indicated element'

l--s I -lt+ 6sl _l+ -16l ze.l;; ozz.lr-1g1,",, t*.i-; ool'',, '''L;;-;
Ll I 9l 

^....o 3x(
3x3;5 2x312

Name the property of real numbers illustrated by each equation'

80.3(2x + l) : 6x + 3y 81' 3x2 + 7y :7y + 3x2

80.

81.
83.3+(-3):0

Additive lnverse ProP'
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ffire,nm
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Short ResPonse

Lesson 5-4

Lesson 4-1

Lesson 1'1

Distributive ProPertY

Comm. ProP' of Add'

69. For which equation is -3 NOT a solution? D

A.xz - 2x - 15:0 B. xz - 21 : 4x

C.2x2 + 12x: - 18 D' 9 + xz :0

Compare the boxed quantity in Column A with the boxed quantity in

Column B. Choose the best answer'

A. The quantity in Column A is greater'

B. The quantity in Column B is greater'

C. The two quantities are equal'

D. The relation,rtip tu'inoi6" J"t"ttin"d from the information given

Column B

the solution

- 10x + 25:0

the product of the solutio

ofi-8x-9:o

the Product of the solutic
olx2+6x+9:0
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